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News - General Remarks

- Some functionality might have been changed or expanded over the years.
- Recommendations might have changed.

➔ For each expert session an update with the most important changes is published.

- Check the additional remarks after having heard or read the expert session.
- Feedback to the responsible author is welcome if you recognize outdated information within the session.
Agenda

1. DBACockpit with other appearance
2. Different software directory structure
DBACockpit

- Be aware that this is one of our oldest expert sessions, from November 2009.
- Even if the general descriptions on how MaxDB and liveCache are embedded into CCMS still apply the appearance has changed significantly.

- At the end of the presentation you find an outlook to DBACockpit which is used in the current versions.
- The menu items on the left side have been reordered and extended. They are ordered in a more convenient way and if you are looking for something it mostly should be self-explaining where to find it.
- Also the location of diagnosis files has changed.
DBACockpit - Appearance
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Different software directory structure

- Refers to page 15 “SAP MaxDB and liveCache Directory Structure” of the original expert session
- The described directories are only valid up to version 7.7; as of 7.8 the isolated installation has been introduced.
- Find more information about isolated installations in expert session 8 about new MaxDB features in 7.8.
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